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About This Content

Rolemaster is a very detailed, consistent and intuitive system. It is an extremely customizable skill-based system where character
development is in the hands of the player as every skill is available to every player… but it also makes use of professions, as

each profession determines the development cost for the skill. This allows every character to be unique and allows the system to
be used with any setting. The official Rolemaster setting is ShadowWorld and is a richly detailed and exotic setting suitable for
both veterans and newcomers. Spacemaster is a Rolemaster rules system in a science fiction setting for fans of science fiction

Role Playing Games.

While Rolemaster offers far more roleplaying than just combat, the combat system is often one of the most spoken about
aspects. The critical charts brought the idea of combat damage from simple numbers to life threatening strikes. Combat also

moved from a basic dice rolling mechanic to a strategic decision, as the players are now forced to consider how agressive they
wish to be, and how much they left themselves open to one of the death-dealing criticals.

The following is included in the Rolemaster Classic Ruleset:

The complete text of the core Rolemaster Classic rules: Arms Law; Spell Law; Character Law; and Creatures and Treasures.

Fully automated look-up for combat and spell rolls: resolve attacks and spell results in just a few clicks.

Resolve critical strikes and spell effects, plus fumbles and spell failures with ease.
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Includes 30 individual weapon attack tables, seven spell attack tables, and dozens of criticals and fumbles.

Includes more than 2,000 spell descriptions, across 162 spell lists, and three realms of power.

Rules for 20 character professions, including 15 spell-casting professions, and over five dozen skills from which to
choose.

Descriptions and stats for hundreds of monsters, animals and fantasy races, including Dragons, Demons, Elementals and
Giants.

Hordes of treasure, both sparkling and magical, with guidelines for generating the treasures to go with your monsters.

Supports optional rules to add depth and flavor to your RoleMaster campaign.

Drag and drop weapons, skills and spells directly onto your character sheet from the core rule books.

Automate the combat sequence, with a fully-featured combat tracker linked to graphical battle maps.

Play this much-loved role-playing game with remote friends all over the world, old and new.

Automation for many character creation and leveling options (new in 1.5)

See the User Manual for more information on how to use this product within Fantasy Grounds.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Rolemaster Classic Ruleset
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 23 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x or 8x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: n/a

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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